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Advance Information

Power Switching Regulator
The MC341 67, MC33167 series are high performance fixed frequency

power switching regulators that contain the primary functions required
for DC-to-DC converters. This series was specifically designed to be
incorporated in step-down and voltage-inverting configurations with a
minimum number of external components and can also be used cost
effectively in step-up applications.

These devices consist of an internal temperature compensated ref-
erence, fixed frequency oscillator with on-chip timing components,
latching pulse width modulator for single pulse metering, high gain
error amplifier, and a high current output switch.

Protective features consist of cvcle-bv-cvcle current limiting, under-

. Output Switch Current in Excess of 5.0 A
.:. $?.~~t>

~.~)i,,,. ,\,,~,
● Fixed Frequency oscillator (72 kHz) with On-Chip Timing

~.7:\t~:i’$!’.~:.+.\ ,.
+~: \,~

. Provides 5.05 V Output Without External Resistor Divider
:.:!, ~??:$,.:.,~J:J\\?:,.:.

.*’;.
● Precision 2.00/0 Reference

+$’$<!.,?.*,:$:,:t.\,,.. ,,.:+,
#,-.,

● 07. to 9570 Output Duty Cycle
...

, ,. \&’
,>y~

● Cycle-By-Cycle Current Limiting ~:*’”kj$,,
,.:,~,. ~~.~~:

. Undervoltage Lockout with Hysteresis
~t~,.,~\\$;~{::..%*;$>

.+:1,>,,,
. Internal Thermal Shutdown

,,,>.>.
. ..*X:: ?’>\?\i\,,.

.4~,)..\ ..:$..
● Operation from 7.5 V to 40 V , ,,,,\-.,~i,f,

.?:$.>..>’<!?‘::!::.<tt,si.>t.;,,
● Standby Mode Reduces Power Supply~W~ht to 36 PA,:*Y>,,**~
. Economical Five Lead TO-220 Pacw&$J$?
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This document contains information on a new product. Specifications and information herein are
subject to change without notice.
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PIN CONNECTIONS

Pi/n 1.Voltage Feedback Input
2. Switch Output
3. Ground
4. Input VoltageNCC
5. Compensation/Standby

(Heatsink sutiace connected to Pin 3)
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MAXIMUM RATINGS

Rating

Power Supply Input Voltage

Switch Output Voltage Range

I voltage Feedback and Compensation lnDut voltage Range

Power Dissipation anti Thermal Characteristics (Note 1)
Maximum Power Dissipation @ Tc = 70°C
Thermal Resistance Junction to Case (Pin 3)
Maximum Power Dissipation @ TA = 25°C
Thermal Resistance Junction-to-Air

I 0Peratin9 Junction Tem~erature

Operating Ambient Temperature (Note 3)
MC34167
MC33167

Storage Temperature Range

Symbol Value Unit

Vcc 40 v

vo(swit~h) –2.oto +yn v

VFB, VCOMP –1.oto +7.0 v

pD 34.7 w
~Jc 2.3 “cm
pD 1.9 w

~.lA 65 ‘CM

TJ +150 ‘c

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vcc = 12 V, for typical values TA = 25”C, for min/max valu~,;$~~ the operating ambient

.,.,,
+:>:,**

temperature range that applies [Note 2, 3] unless otherwise noted.) ,.,F. +,,$:...?,? ,,.~

Characteristic Symbol Min*$:3’ $’}$*?}’TVP Max Unit

OSCILLATOR ..
Frequency (Vcc = 7.5 V to 40 V) fosc

~~.\.,,~t$~,*
,$.:..f~t~)...~$.. kHz

TA = 25°C .$‘f*<~$5 72 79
TA = Tlow to Thiqh

~$-

‘:.,~ 62 –
,.$:!+.$i. 81

ERROR AMPLIFIER ‘/?$.,+:”
.+~.,

Voltage Feedback Input Threshold ,$~~~(th) v
TA = 25°C “,,(,4,$. \.~.- 4.95 5.05 5.15-c,;,.
TA = Tlow to Thigh

~i~ ,,>,>, :* 4.85 —
$!\. ,>., 5.20

Line Regulation (Vcc = 7.5 V to 40 V, TA = 25°C) ~..$:3>, “*,+y:).p:\ij\?,*j.:Regline — 0.03 0.078 YoN

lnpUt Bias cUrrent (VFB = vFB(th) + 0.15 V)
.SJ,.L

IIB — 0.15., 1.0 PA

Power Supply Rejection Ratio (Vcc = 10 V to 20 V)
,,+,*.

,,+$~.. PSRR 60 80 — dB

Output Voltage Swing
f,,:(,,~$,, ,,-,.$,,,\ v

,:,:$!<$.>:{,,.:::t)x
High State (lsource = 75 PA, VFB = 4.7 V) .:F ,... . -{.s$\i:., vOH 4.2 4.9
LOW State (lSink = 0.4 mA, VFB = 5.5 V) . ~~~: ~~:’

—

VOL — 1.6 1.9

Vsat — (vCc - 1.5) (Vcc - 1.8) v

Isw(off) — o 100 PA

Current Limit Thresh~~&#~~C = 7.5 V) Ipk(switch) 5.5 6.5 7.5 A

Switching Times $~&&=<$O V, Ipk = 5.0A, L = 225 wH, TA = 25°C) ns
Output VoltagR b~e ‘%me tr — 100 200
Output Vow#i%Tl Time tf — 50 100

UNDERVdlTd# LOCKOUT,., ,
.f“+,>, !*?Q:*$

Start~@p~~ht&shold (Vcc Increasing, TA = 25°C),,.,,, ,,S:.*:>,’>:.. vth(UvLO) 5.5 5.9 6.3 v

H@%{~* (VCC Decreasing, TA = 25”C) VH(UvLO) 0.6 0.9 1.2 v
.’

TO~4L DEVICE

Power Supply Current (TA = 25°C) Icc
Standby (VCC = 12 V, VComP <0.15 V) — 36 100 PA
Operating (VCC = 40 V, Pin 1 = Gnd for maximum duty cvcle) — 40 53 mA

Notes: 1. Maximum package power dissipation limits must be observed to prevent thermal shutdown activation.
2. Low duty cycla pulse techniques are used during test to maintain junction temperature as close to ambient as possible,
3. Tlow = O“Cfor MC34167 Thigh= +70”C for MC34167

—— –40°C for MC33167 = + 85°C for MC33167

MOTOROLA MC34167 ● MC33167
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FIGURE 1 — VOLTAGE FEEDBACK INPUT THRESHOLD

versus TEMPERATURE
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FIGURE 3 — ERROR AMP OPEN-LOOP GAIN AND

PHASE versus FREQUENCY

FIGURE 2 — VOLTAGE FEEDBACK INPUT BIAS
CURRENT versus TEMPERATURE
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FIGURE 6 — SWITCH OUTPUT DUTY CYCLE

versus COMPENSATION VOLTAGE
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FIGURE 7 — SWITCH OUTPUT SOURCE SATURATION
versus SOURCE CURRENT
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FIGURE 8 — NEGATIVE SWITCH OUTPUT VOLTAGE
versus TEMPERATURE

FIGURE 9 — SWITCH OUTPUT CURRENT LIMIT
THRESHOLD versus TEMPERATURE
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FIGURE 11 — UNDERV@Lt$@E LOCKOUT
THRESHOLDS v,~{_PERATURE
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FIGURE 12 — OPERATING SUPPLY CURRENT
versus SUPPLY VOLTAGE
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INTRODUCTION
The MC34167, MC33167 series are monolithic power

switching regulators that are optimized for DC-to-DC
converter applications. These devices operate as fixed
frequency, voltage mode regulators containing all the
active functions required to directly implement step-
down and voltage-inverting converters with a minimum
number of external components. They can also be used
cost effectively in step-up converter applications. Poten-
tial markets include automotive, computer, industrial,
and cost sensitive consumer products. A description of
each section of the device is given below with the rep-
resentative block diagram shown in Figure 13.

Oscillator
The oscillator frequency is internally programmed to

72 kHz by capacitor CT and a trimmed current source.
The charge to discharge ratio is controlled to yield a
95% maximum duty cycle at the Switch Output. During
the discharge of CT, the oscillator generates an internal
blanking pulse that holds the inverting input of the AND
gate high, disabling the output switch transistor. The
nominal oscillator peak and valley thresholds are 4.1 V
and 2,3 V respectively.

Pulse Wdth Modulator
The Pulse Width Modulator consists of a comparator

with the oscillator ramp voltage applied to the nonin-

(Figure 3). The noninverting input is biased to the inter-
nal 5.05 V reference and is not pinned out. The reference
has an accuracy of &2.0% at room temperature. To
provide 5.0 \/ at the load, the reference is programmed
50 mV above 5.0 V to compensate for a 1.OO/.voltage
drop in the cable and connector from the converter out-
put. If the converter design requires an output voltage
greater than 5.05 V, resistor RI must be added to form
a divider network at the feedback input as shown in
Figures 13 and 18. The equation for d&&ining the
output voltage Mfith the divider netw@~~$@

External loop compensq&’f~~~#equired for converter
stability. A simple low-&$ ~$fllter is formed by con-
necting a resistor (R2)~ro~~#fie regulated output to the
inverting input, :inQ:@*bies resistor-capacitor (RF, CF)
between Pins 1 @dfS$,$he compensation network com-
ponent valuest~~~~,p in each of the applications circuits
were select@>~+,~#ovide stability over the tested oper-
ating co~@t/~hs. The step-down converter (Figure 18)
is the ~%~k@ to compensate for stability. The step-up
(Fig~F&$;@J and voltage-inverting (Figure 22) configu-
r~$ld~~,~bperate als continuous conduction flyback con-

verting input, while the error amplifier output is applied +: ~
into the inverting input. Output switch conduction ist.,...&

~~,?.;,~

initiated when CT is discharged to the oscillator val~~~~
voltage. As CT charges to a voltage that exceeds Jhd)’
error amplifier output, the latch resets, termin~ing ‘8’ut-
put transistor conduction for the duration ~~~: oscil-
lator ramp-up period. This PWM/Latch com.hmflon pre-,,5”,\.*k..+,d
vents multiple output pulses during 4sg{.y&~ oscillator
clock cycle. Figures 6 and 14 illustratg~~g~~itch output
duty cycle versus the compensati*~&$age.,..:,,, -&,\.‘-,.’

‘f{% ‘%

Current Sense
ll,,.$h.,,<
‘“......<#\\,~w,., .+?:.,

The MC34167 series uti!~es: cycle-by-cycle current
Iim iting as a means of p~d”%~t~~ the output switch tran-
sistor from overstre~~l}~,~#k on-cycle is treated as a
separate situation. ~,~r’~nt limiting is implemented by
monitoring the~tpukswitch transistor current buildup
during condu&$@&,,and upon sensing an overcurrent
condition, .Q~$,e”Wately turning off the switch for the
duration,Q~~~&:bscillator ramp-up period.

The g~wtir current is converted to a voltage by an
intpl~~lrnmed resistor and compared against a ref-
$+~,~.s.by the Current Sense comparator. When the cur-

%@k4jrnit threshold is reached, the comparator resets
my,~~a PWM latch. The current limit threshold is typically
?\:$’Setat 6.5 A. Figure 9 illustrates switch output current

mlimit threshold versus temperature.

Error Amplifier and Reference
A high gain Error Amplifier is provided with access

to the inverting input and output. This amplifier features
a typical DC voltage gain of 80 dB, and a unity gain
bandwidth of 600 kHz with 70 degrees of phase margin

kflers, and are more difficult to compensate. The sim-
,iJ~’ pl~bt way to optimize the compensation network is to

“’ “z~+observe the res~onse of the out~ut voltaae to a ste~.,,..
load change, while adjusting RF and CF for critical
damping. The final circuit should be verified for stability
under four boundary conditions. These conditions are
minimum and mf]ximum input voltages, with minimum
and maximum loads.

By clamping the voltage on the error amplifier output
(Pin 5) to less than 150 mV, the internal circuitry will be
placed into a low power standby mode, reducing the
power supply current to 36 PA with a 12 V supply volt-
age. Figure 10 illustrates the standby supply current
versus supply voltage.

The Error Amptifier output has a 100 KA current
source pull-up tht]t can be used to implement soft-start.
Figure 17 shows the current source charging capacitor
CSS through a series diode. The diode disconnects CSS
from tine feedback loop when the 1.0 M resistor charges
it above the operating range of Pin 5.

Switch Output
The output transistor is designed to switch a maxi-

mum of 40 V, with a minimum peak collector current of
5.5 A. When confi!~ured for step-down or voltage-invert-
ing applications, as in Figures 18 and 22, the inductor
will forward bias the output rectifier when the switch
turns off. Rectifiers with a high forward voltage drop or
long turn-on delay time should not be used. If the emit-
ter is allowed to go sufficiently negative, collector cur-
rent will flow, causing additional device heating and
reduced conversion efficiency. Figure 8 shows that by
clamping the emitter to 0.5 V, the collector current will
be in the range of 100 WA over temperature. A 1N5825
or equivalent Sch(>ttky barrier rectifier is recommended
to fulfill these requirements.

‘~34167 ● MC33167 MOTOROLA
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Undervoltaae Lockout
An Under; oltage Lockout comparator has been incor-

porated to guarantee that the integrated circuit is fully
functional before the output stage is enabled. The inter-
nal reference voltage is monitored by the comparator
which enables the output stage when VCC exceeds
5.9 V. To prevent erratic output switching as the thresh-
old is crossed, 0.9 V of hysteresis is provided.

Thermal Protection
Internal Thermal Shutdown circuitry is provided to

protect the integrated circuit in the event that the max-
imum junction temperature is exceeded. When acti-
vated, typically at 170°C, the latch is forced into a ‘reset’
state, disabling the output switch. This feature is pro-
vided to prevent catastrophic failures from accidental
device overheating. Itis not intended to be used as a
substitute for proper heatsinking. The MC34167 is con-

FIGURE 15 — LOW POWER STANDBY CIRCUIT

tained in a 5-lead TO-220 type package. The tab of the
package is common with the center pin (Pin 3) and is
normally connected to ground.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Do not attempt to construct a converter on wire-

wrap or plug-in prototype boards. Special care should
be taken to separate ground paths from signal currents
and ground paths from load currents. All high curren~.,~:$q
loops should be kept as short as possible using h:~~y:+.,iit{::!~x,?~

copper runs to minimize ringing and radiated EMIJIF@~~$‘“
best operation, a tight component laYout i~$~~~
mended. Capacitors Cin, Co, and all feedbac%,#&@po-
nents should be placed as close to the IC #~,$@h$~fcallY
possible. It is also imperative that the,;Sa~@.*y diode
connected to the Switch Output be loc’qRt@as close to

~}
Compensation 5

1

aDZ
D1

~n

1.oM
T

c~~
+

tsofi.st~~t= 35,000Css
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FIGURE 18 — STEP-DOWN CONVERTER
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Load Regulation ~n = 12 V, 10 =’Q’&25 A to 5.0 A 1.0 mV = +0.0170 ]

Output Ripple Vjn = l~V,10$’=5.0A 20 mVp-p

Short Circuit Current Vin *+J2’P+RL = 0.1 Q 6.5 A

Eticiency v$B:~;f$V, 10 = 5.0A 78.970
,. ‘~~#’+ 24 V, 10 = 5.0AL 82.6%

L = Coilcrafi M14g6.A or 5L*,&tHK1050, 42 turns of #16 AWG on Magnetics Inc. 58350-A2 core.
Heatsink = AAVID Engi~e’$~~~{~#c. 5903B, or 5930B.

\,J.>&-~‘~..+>~+~l\~,
, =-.,

The Step-Down Converter application is wn~~~gure 18. The output switch transistor Q1 interrupts the input voltage, generating a aquarewave at
the LCO filter input. The filter averages th41@qu’&ewaves, producing a DC output voltage that can be set to any level between Vin and Vref by controlling
the Dercent conduction time of Q1 to ~’%%~w total oscillator cvcle time. If the converter design reauires an outDut voltage greater than 5.05 V, resistor
R1 must be added to form a divider &tw&k at the feedback iniut,

--

@

I

BOTTOM VIEW TOP VIEW

+

@

-.

MOTOROLA MC34167 ● MC33167
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FIGURE 13 — MC34167 REPRESENTATIVE BLOCK DIAGRAM
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‘fiotorolaresewes the right to make changes without further notice to any products herein to improve reliability, function or design. Motorola does not assume
any Iiabilityafising out of the application or use of any product or circuit described herein; neither does it convey any license under its patent fights nor the rights
of others. Motorola products are not designed, intended, or authorized for use as components in systems intended for surgical implant into the body, or other
aPPliCatiOfls intended to support or sustain life, or for any other application in which the failure of the Motorola product could create a situation where personal
injury or death may occur. Should Buyer purchase or use Motorola products for any such unintended or unauthorized application, Buyer shall indemnify and
hold Motorola and its officers, employees, subsidiaries, afiliates, and distributors harmless against all claims, costs, damages, and exPenses, and reasonable
attorney fees arising out of, directly or indirectly, any claim of personal injury or death associated with such unintended or unauthorized use, even if such claim

, alleges that Motorola was negligent regardng the design or manufacture of the part. Motorola and @are registered trademarks of Motorola, Inc. Motorola,
Inc. is an Equal Oppotiunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
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FIGURE 20 — STEP-UP/DOWN CONVERTER
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bThermal

+

T

n
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‘Gate resistor RG, zener diode D3, and diode D4 are requir,~~onlv’k%en Vin is g-rester than Zo V.

t<-\,
Test Conditi~ ‘”~ ~

~ a

Resuhs
,$.,“.::,<.i,~p

Line Regulation Vin = 10 V tO 24~B~ = 0.9A 10 mv = AO.017Y0
...

Load Regulation Vi” = 12 V, In = ‘&l ‘A to 0.9A 30 mv = f 0.053~0

Output Ripple Vin = 1~,~, 10:*= 0.9A 140 mVp-jP I

Short Circuit Current Vin =“t{~ ‘R~L = 0.1 Q 6.0 A

Efficiency ~F~:~$*;’V, 10 = 0.9A 80.l%

~$~3~>4 V, 10 = 0.9A 87.8%
..>., “.? . d

L = Coilcraft M1496-A or ,~_@~HKl 050, 42 turns of #16 AWG on Magnetics Inc. 58350-A2 core.
HeatSink = AAVID Engi@~~~(~c.

M=l 67$,5
%

‘@r 5930B
MTP3055&~,,5;’ 5B

~l$.’. . ....
Figure 20 shows that the MC34167 can ba$:on,~ured as a step-upldown converter with the addition of an efi(?rnal power MOSFET. Energy is stored in
the inductor during the on-time of ,~W~WQ1 and Q2. During the off-time, the energy is transferred, with respect to ground, to the output filter
capacitor and load. This circuit confl~ratj~n has two significant advantages over the basic step-up converter circuit. The first advantage is that output
short circuit protection is provid@&’%-~C34167, sinca Q1 is directlv in series with Wn and the load. Second, the output voltage can be Programmed
to be less than ~n. Notice that*~,rin$ the off-time, tha inductor forward biases diodes D1 and D2, transferring ita energy with respect to ground rather
than with respect to Vin. ~~en o~~ating with Vin greater than 20 V, a gate protection network is required for the MOSFET. The network consists of
components Rg, D3, and &A#’~

... ..~!{}:::~..~~

Fl~~~ ~$s- STEP-UP/DOWN CONVERTER PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND COnflPONENT LAYOUT
~“~~.,~.:<~:<., ‘~+~.>,,

L I
BOTTOM VIEW

MC34167 ● MC33167 MOTOROLA
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FIGURE 22 — VOLTAGE-INVERTING CONVERTER

Vin
-——- ——————— _____ ____ ____ ____ , 12V

r. ILIMIT !.?

‘WMA*
Reference

T

T

~.,
Test Condition $“ ‘$$ Results

Line Regulation ~n = 10 V to 24 ~:@:~$T% A 15 mV = *0.61Y0
,f;:. -.,

Load Regulation ~n = 12V, 10 = O.~:sto 1.7A 4.0 mV = *0.02070

Output Ripple yn = 12 Vq$?O=r’l .7 A 78 mVp-p

Short Circuit Current Vin = l~;j,<’~. = 0.1 Q 5.7 A

Eficiency
vi~,p%p$:$~lo = ,.7 A

79.5v0

~i~}:@F~~~, 10 = 1.7A 86.2%

L = Coilcrafi M146-A or EL~~&~&~1050, 42 turns of #16 AWG on Magnetics Inc. 58350-A2 core.
Heatsink = AAVID Engine~Q&:!ti~ 5903B, or 5930B

“1$,.
*\., >,]:~,

....
‘ r~,k .*.S

Two potential problems arise when designin@$%eWhdard voltage-inverting convefler with the MC34167. Rrst, the Switch Output emitter is limited to
– 1.5 V with respect to the ground pin and ~co,~$, the Error Amplifier’s noninve~ing input is internally committed to the reference and is not pinned
out. Both of these problems are resolv~~.%necting the IC ground pin to the convener’s negative output as shown in Hgure 22. This keeps the
emitter of Q1 positive with respect to t% gr~nd pin and has the effeti of reversing the Error Amplifier inputs. Note that the voltage drop across R1 is
equal to 5.05 V when the output ist@~#BWlon.

::,.:/:,,,
.$.. ,i’,.~:+tl?.:>..

------ . . ... .. .
BUI IUM VltW TOP VIEW

..-

MOTOROLA MC34167 ● MC33167
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FIGURE 24 — TRIPLE OUTPUT CONVERTER
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Test co&ii@ ‘ Results

Line Regulation 5.0 v ~n = 15 v to 30 V, 101 = 3.@z$>jj~~’= 250 mA, 103 = 200 mA 3.0 mV = *0.02970

12V \.,~.>,}i. 572 mV = k 2.47.

–12V ..}.,. ,.\- 711 mV = &2.9Y0

Load Regulation 5.0 v ~n = 24 V, Iol = &$~A to 3.0 A, 102 = 250 mA, 103 = 200 mA 1.0 mV = *0.009Y0

12 v Vin = 24 V, 101 .=’~0 ~) 102 = 100 mA to 250 mA, 103 = 200 mA 40g mv = * 1.5~0

–12V ~n = 24 V, 1~~ ~~.~%@A, 102 = 250 mA, 103 = 75 mA to 200 mA 528 mV = *2.070

Output Ripple 5,0 v vin = 24 ~{&$’+3’.O A, [02 = 250 mA, 103 = 200 mA.,,:t,<> 75 mVp-p

12V ., ,>\.~W, 20 mVp-p~. ‘<i.“*:.:.t$,y..!>,>,
–12V ,.,~;,:.;~>.,~,.....??, 20 mVp-p

Short Circuit Current 5.0 v V~B”$%+l$@V,RL = 0. I ~*,..
6.5 A

12V ~,,, >\\ 2.7 A
–12y$ .’,xe:?x\y,,F

..,, 2.2 A
~;?

Eticiency TQ,$&~>k,,$in = 24 V, 101 = 3.0 A, 102 = 250 mA, 103 = 200 mA 84.2%

T1 = Primary — Coilcraft Ml~&A$r ELMACO CHKI050, 42 turns of #16 AWG on Magnetics Inc. 58350-A2 core.
Secondary — V02,<$~9 t~~~ of #26 AWG

*O4 turns of #28 AWGVW *%,. ,*V.
Heatsink = AAVID Eng~@e@~$@Inc. 59036, or 59306.

4?.%.::,-, s* ,>.~),..<,,
““:*., ‘~1~+

‘G$~.$,
..,,.,.>.:*>.,\$*,.1W,5

Multiple a~ia’~,putputs can easily be derived by winding secondaries on the main output inductor to form a transformer. The secondaries must be
connecte~~o tkat the energy is delivered to the auxilia~ outputs when the Switch Output turns off. During ttle off-time, the voltage across the prima~
windi~~ Wlated by the feedback loop, Vielding a constant Volts~urn ratio. The number of turns for anv {~iven secondarv voltage can be calculated
bv t~i,~fqing equation:
*;.$,:$:,..,.~<i~!~
.\.. .\,s...$,.$3,~:‘$ VO(SEC) + VF(SEC)

);\~\
,,>

# TURNS(SEC) =

(

VO(pRl) + VF(pRI

# TURNS(pRI) ‘)

Note that the 12 V winding is stacked on top of the 5.0 V output. This reduced the number of secondarv turns and improves load regulation. For best
auxiliary regulation, the auxiliary outputs should be less than 33Y. of the total output power.

MC34167 ● MC33167 MOTOROLA
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FIGURE 25 — NEGATIVE lNPUT/POSITIVE OUTPUT REGULATOR
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Line Regulation yn = – 10 V to – 20 V, 10 =+~~ A “3’ 266 mV = ? 0.38%

Load Regulation yn = – 12 v, 10 = 0.03 $+*3$:3% 7.90 mV = fl.lyo

Output Ripple ~n = – 12 v, 10 = o.3’~3&,ite:$ 100 mVp-p

Eficiency Vi. = – 12 V, in = ~@&<$$ 78.4%, .
“. !

L = ELMACO CHKI050, 42 turns of #16 AWG on Mag~etics Inc. 58350-A2 core.
Heatsink = AAVID Engineering Inc. 5903B, or @OB

,,\’\,.+;::t*

50 k

+
Faster

Test Condition Results

Low Speed tine Regulation Vi” = 12to 24V 1760 RPM *17. I
High Speed Line Regulation Vin = 12to 24V 3260 RPM f 60/0

MOTOROLA M~4167 ● MC33167
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FIGURE 27 — OFF-LINE PRECONVERTER
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—
* ●

VAC
RFI *

Hlter ● .
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l\
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100 k: :
●

AL 1N4937
T2

50 1
H ~J ,;

0.01> <:
<—

b3.3 L 100
+

1N4003

=

“-*hyt,,, ,,*
+$:

T1 = Core and Bobbin — Coilcrafi PT3595 ~~:=’kpre — TDK T6 x 1.5 x 3 H5C2
Primary — 104 turns #26 AWG . l’~ turns center tappad #30 AWG>:~tl. ... \

Base Drive — 3 turns #26 AWG
$, .{

.:$~ -!)>,>,,,,]:
Secondaries — 16 turns #16 AWG ,:,,,j~~l~~tsink = AAVID Engineerirjg Inc.
Total Gap — 0.002” ~*~:J$.:;,*51,]\

+~$,
MC34167 and MJE13005 — 5903B
MBR20100CT — 5925B

,-. ,.,.:
,.,$!.. ~.

,,~,:,.
+$.+,$$.,

The MC34167 csn be usad cost effectively in off-line applicatiqw~. n tough it is limited to a maximum input voltage of 40 V. H9ure 27 shows a simPle., &:h
and efficient method for converting the AC line voltage dq@n ~,> V. This preconverter has a total power rating of 125 W with a conversion efficiency
of 90Yo. Transformer T1 provides output isolation from &@~ Ffie and isolation between each of the seconda~,ies. The circuit self-oscillates at 50 kHz
and is controlled by the saturation characteristics of ~~~~~#$le MC34167 post regulators can be used to provide accurate independently regulated
outputs for a distributed power system. ,,:\ *.*,‘,!3.~,.~.i..>,>+.a.T,,;

‘.’s>~ix.!$.~${~.~!.[,>l,:~+-.}‘
“:$.. *

‘‘t.;!:,.<,,,,’~’..$,’*.,.. .
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TABLE 1 — DESIGN EQUATIONS

Calculation Step-Down Step-Up/Down Voltage-inverting
, r I

b v~ut+VF
toff

vout+vFl +VF2
Vi” – V~at – Vo”t

Note 1, 2
Vin – vSatQl – v~atQ2

lvoutl+v~
Vin– V~at

... .

()Vref @+1
[,,,,)R2 “~;; “+”.*<..,).7:.:*,:\,>.,.,,

Vo”t
RI ‘ref ~i+ $,~1$ ()

Vref ~+ 1
RI

Notes: 1)V~at — Switch Output source saturation voltage, refer to Figure 7,
{.($..,~.~.~$

2) VF — Output rectifier forward voltage drop. Typical value for 1N5825 Scho@ b~kr rectifier is 0,35 V.
3) Duty cycle is calculated at the minimum operating input voltage and mu~’~~~~ceed the guaranteed

minimum DC(max) specification of 0.92. ~,,,<$$+)< .,
$:, ,y!k

The following converter charaderistics must ba chosen: y.,,~,,

Vout -
lout
AIL

‘ripple(p-p)

—
—
—

—

Desired output voltage,
,,:,,,~.,.;:.,.>?..,. ..,,,,,)

+$:X.*..+.>.
Desired output current, ..!:.,:,

f.J* ~~~~
Desired peak-to-peak inductor ripple current. For maximum o%put current especially when the duty cycle is greater than 0.5, it is
suggested that AIL be chosen to be less than 10°A oj the,@ erage inductor current IL avg. This will help Prevent Ipk(switch) from
reaching the guaranteed minimum current limit t~shold of 5.5 A, If the design goal is to use a minimum inductance value, let
AIL = 2 (IL avg~. This will proportionally reduc~,:he~nverter’s output current capability,
Desired peak-to-peak output ripple voltage. F~r &t @&rformance, the ripple voltage should be kept to less than 2% of Vout.
Capacitor CO should be a low equivalent ~r<&j~%$stance (ESR) electrolytic designed for switching regulator applications.

T SUFFIX
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NOTES:
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